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“What? A profit of more than eight hundred and sixty million? Isn’t that 

just crazy?!” Damian’s jaw almost dropped from that. 

Some of the regular ancient martial arts families in the Southern Region,

 such as the 

Scammells and the Libertons, probably only had about four to six billion

 in total assets. Their annual profits would not exceed a little over a billio

n. 

However, at that moment, a small branch company under Cynthion Grou

p managed to earn eight hundred and sixty million in profit in just a few 

short days! 

Their ability to make money was just too crazy! 

Even though he already knew that the potential of Cynthion Group was l

imitless, 

he never expected that he underestimated Leon’s skills. Cynthion Group

’s ability to make money was much better than he thought! 

It was obvious how shocked he was! 

Of course, he was not the only one who was shocked, Ruth and Snow, w

ho were walking over, were surprised 

as well. 

“Iris, you sure are amazing! You just said a few words during the sales d

rive just now, and you caused the company’s profits to skyrocket. You p

layed a huge part in this!” 

Snow and Ruth praised Iris, but they lamented the fact in their hearts as 

well. When they were in Springfield City, Iris was always cold and was 

known as the most beautiful and capable businesswoman in the city. Wh

en it came to business, her ability was quite extraordinary. 



Even though the way she made the profits was a bit underhanded, the Bl

ack Gorilla’s words and those who listened to him 

caused quite a lot of trouble for the sales drive. Iris’s actions did not cros

s the line. 

“The two of you are praising me too much, I was just taking advantage o

f the situation. Honestly, Leon’s ability to spend money is just too crazy.

 If I don’t figure out ways to make money, then we’ll bankrupt ourselves

 eventually,” Iris said as she rolled her eyes at Leon. 

“I’m not as bad as you say,” Leon smiled bashfully. 

However, he knew that Iris was right. Ever since they arrived in the 

Southern Region, he spent a lot of money to buy jades, the Spiritual Pear

l, and so on. He could not deny that. 

Iris did not bother arguing with Leon, she changed the topic and said, “U

ncle, since these pills are just a gift from Leon, just accept them!” 

“Fine then, I won’t hold back in that case,” Damian nodded before accep

ting the pills. 

After that, everything was quickly dealt with with the help of the Scamm

ells. After bidding their farewells to Damian, they left. 

Leon, Iris, and the others were busy for the whole day, so they were a bit

 tired. After that, they returned home 

to rest. 

There was a luxurious mansion in the Southern Region that belonged to t

he Southern Boss. It was a place no one dared to barge into recklessly. 

The Black Gorilla immediately hurried over the moment he was chased 

out of the sales drive, reporting the 

situation to the Southern Boss. 



In the hall, the Black Gorilla immediately met the Southern Boss. 

The man was a middle–

aged man about fifty years of age. He had a sharp glint in his eyes and th

e aura around his body was impressive. It was as if he was a solid mount

ain that just exudes pressure. 

There was also a young man next to him. The man was the Southern Bos

s‘ son, Rodney Spears. 
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“Black Gorilla, I sent you to Cynthion Group to look into the Energy Nu

rturing Pills, how did it go?” The Southern Boss asked. 

“Sir, I’ve already looked into it. The effects of the Energy Nurturing Pill

s are real. It’s not a fabrication by the Scammells and the Thompsons,” T

he Black Gorilla did not dare to hide anything. 

After that, he told the Southern Boss everything that happened at the sale

s drive, including Yuri breaking through with the help of the pills. 

Hearing that, the father and son pair was shocked. They never expected t

hose pills to be so effective! 

Rodney in particular looked at the Black 

Gorilla with a sharp gaze, saying, “You said that Yuri is already at the in

termediate Emperor State? Is that true?” 

“Yes, it’s true! I witnessed it myself, “The Black Gorilla said respectfull

y. 

“Despicable! How did Yuri get so lucky? He managed to get to the inter

mediate Emperor State so easily!” Rodney’s expression soured. 



Just like Yuri, he got to the initial Emperor State a long time ago. Both o

f them were part of the Elite List, and were also the most excellent figure

s in the younger generation of the Southern Region! 

However, since Yuri was a bit stronger than he was, Yuri always stood o

ver him, whether it was their standing on the Elite list or their fame in th

e Southern Region, he was always below Yuri, stuck in second place! 

He refused to accept the fact and always wanted to overcome Yuri. That 

was his greatest wish for many years! 

Yet, with the help of the Energy Nurturing Pills, Yuri made it to the inter

mediate Emperor State. He was left 

behind! 

It was obvious how he would feel about that! 

“Black Gorilla, you must have managed to buy some of those Energy Nu

rturing Pills, right? Where are they, I want to test them out to see if they’

re as amazing as you think!” Rodney said. 

“I didn’t. I was useless, and failed to get any,” the Black Gorilla said. 

“What? You did not? Idiot, you can’t even do something so simple. Wha

t’s the point of having a piece of trash like you around!?” The Southern 

Boss‘ expression chilled and his face 

was full of anger. After that, he sent out a surge of true energy at the Bla

ck Gorilla with a wave. 

Before the man could even react, he was sent flying by the energy. He ro

lled on the floor a few times and spat out a mouthful of blood. 

Right after that, he hurriedly scrambled up and knelt. 

“Please, show mercy. I didn’t manage to get the Energy Nurturing Pills 

because Yuri was causing me trouble. Please forgive my failure,” The Bl



ack Gorilla hurriedly pleaded before he told them how Yuri chased him 

out. 

“Yuri again! He’s just someone younger from the Thompsons, but he’s g

one against me over and over again. How dare he?!” The Southern Boss 

was furious when he heard that. He slammed his palm on the table in fro

nt of him, and the marble table immediately shattered to pieces. 

The Black Gorilla already reported to him about how Yuri injured the m

an in the black market two days ago. 

However, since the Thompsons were powerful and influential, he decide

d against seeking Yuri out. 

Yet, Yuri made things worse, chasing the Black Gorilla out of the sales d

rive 

In the end, the Black Gorilla was one of his men. Yuri constantly going 

against the Black Gorilla was a sign of disrespect to him! 

At that moment, it was obvious how angry he was! 
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“Father, Yuri is just despicable. He’s using the Thompson name 

to constantly show off in front of us! We have to make sure to teach him

 a lesson, or everyone will think we’re afraid of the Thompsons!” Rodne

y said angrily. 

“Yes, I know. I’ll let him know very quickly how stupid his decision to 

go against us was!” The Southern Boss. said coldly. There was a murder

ous glint in his eyes. 



No matter what, the Black Gorilla was a subordinate of his, but Yuri atta

cked the Black Gorilla in public over and over again. It was a huge slap t

o his face! 

If he just accepted it, then there was no way the Spears would be able to 

show their face in the Southern Region anymore! 

At that moment, footsteps were suddenly heard. Someone suddenly walk

ed into the main hall. 

“Sir, Charlie of the Martells is here for an audience,” The man said. 

“What’s Charlie doing here?” Rodney asked. 

The Martells were a distant relative of the Spears. Even though their blo

od relations 

were very thin, they still had a decent relationship with each other since t

he Martells were willing to submit to the Spears. 

“He says he has some Energy Nurturing Pills to give you,” The man ans

wered. 

“Energy Nurturing Pills?” 

Rodney was elated to hear that, “Alright, have him come in right now!” 

“Yes,” the man answered before leaving. 

After a while, the man led Charlie into the hall. 

“Greetings, Southern Boss, Mister Spear,” Charlie greeted respectfully. 

“Charlie, you’ve managed to purchase the Energy Nurturing Pills from 

Cynthion Group’s sales drive?” Rodney asked. 

“Yes, I was quite lucky. I managed to buy five hundred first–

grade Energy Nurturing Pills. Here are two hundred of them. I came to g



ive them to you,” As Charlie said that, he took out two white bottles that 

contained two hundred Energy Nurturing Pills, offering them over. 

Cynthion Group’s 

sales drive invited most of the ancient martial arts families. As a direct d

escendant of the Martells, he represented the family and attended the sal

es drive. 

He knew of how the Black Gorilla was chased away by Yuri, and he kne

w that the Southern Boss failed to get any Energy Nurturing Pills. 

So, he immediately hurried over to offer a portion 

of their pills, wanting to earn some favor. 

“You did very well!” 

The Southern Boss smiled when he accepted the pills, very happy with C

harlie. 

Rodney in particular was incredibly eager to test out the Energy Nurturin

g Pills after he found out about the 

effects. He wanted to see if he could make a breakthrough like Yuri! 

Yet, Black Gorilla failed to get any of the Energy Nurturing Pills, which 

greatly disappointed him! 

However, at that moment, fate smiled upon them. Charlie appeared right

 on them to give them the Energy Nurturing Pills! 

It was precisely what he wanted! 
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“You are too kind.” 



Charlie was incredibly happy to earn the praise of the Southern Boss. He

 felt like him deciding to bring the pills over was a brilliant choice. 

“Rodney, go try out one of them. See how effective they are!” The South

ern Boss passed one over to Rodney. 

The Energy Nurturing Pills were only effective for martial artists who w

ere at or below the peak Emperor State. He exceeded that level. The Ene

rgy Nurturing Pills were useless for him, so he had to give them to 

Rodney to try. 

Gulp! 

Rodney took one of the pills before he sat on the ground, starting to refin

e the pure energy from the Energy Nurturing Pill. 

After a long time, he stood up. There was a glint in his eyes. 

“Rodney, how do you feel?” The Southern Boss asked. 

“Father, these pills are amazing. My training was at least three or four ti

mes faster than my usual speed! With enough Energy Nurturing Pills, it 

probably won’t take me too 

long to reach the intermediate Emperor State,” Rodney said with a serio

us look on his face. 

“Is that so? It looks like these Energy Nurturing 

Pills are better than I thought!” The Southern Boss said with a serious ex

pression. He felt like his heart was unable to calm down. 

He thought that the Energy 

Nurturing Pills was just a gimmick that the Thompsons were exaggeratin

g, so he never felt that Cynthion Group and the Energy Nurturing Pills w

ere anything significant at all! 



Yet, after everything that happened, it was obvious that the Energy Nurt

uring Pills were incredibly effective. It far exceeded his expectations! 

Immediately, he placed a lot of importance on them! 

It was not hard for him to tell that the Energy Nurturing Pills had endless

 potential. Whoever managed to control the Energy Nurturing Pills woul

d not only stand to gain a lot of profit and fortune, they would even start 

to control the lifeline of the martial artists of the Southern Region. They 

would drastically increase their power and influence! 

“Father, the Energy Nurturing Pills from the branch of Cynthion Group 

are incredibly important to martial artists. It will be enough to change th

e balance of power in the Southern Region. We have to figure out a way 

to make sure it falls into our hands!” Rodney said after some thought. 

As one of the thirteen names on the Elite List, Rodney was no idiot. Just 

as the Southern Boss did, he saw the tremendous benefits the Energy Nu

rturing pills could bring. Its importance could not be understated! 

If the Spears managed to get Cynthion Group, then the Spears would eas

ily be able to exceed the Thompsons in both wealth and influence with t

he help of the Energy Nurturing Pills. It would be a matter of time until t

hey took over the Southern Region! 

“Yes, I know! However, Cynthion Group has the Thompsons behind the

m. It won’t be easy for us,‘ 

“The 

Southern Boss frowned and said. 

“It’s fine, I heard that Cynthion Group is a part of the Scammells. They 

aren’t that closely tied to the Thompsons. With our abilities, it will be ea

sy for us to take the company away from them!” Rodney said casually. 



“No, you’re thinking about it too simply! The Energy Nurturing Pills are

 too important. There’s no way the Thompsons will just watch as someth

ing so important falls into our hands! On top of that, there are rules in th

e martial world. If we tried to steal the company away just like that and t

he matter gets more serious and the Dragon Corps are alerted, then it wo

uld do us no good!” The Southern Boss shook his head, disagreeing with

 Rodney’s suggestion. 
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“Then what do we do? Cynthion Group is 

already related to the Thompsons right now. They will just get closer an

d closer! If we don’t do anything, then the Thompsons‘ influence will on

ly grow bigger with the help of Cynthion Group once they grow! Then, t

hey’ll trample all over our family. It will 

be hard for us to make a comeback!” Rodney said reluctantly. 

“We have to make a long–

term plan for this!” The Southern Boss said seriously. He had a dark loo

k on his 

face. 

He knew that Rodney’s concerns were not without merit. The Spears we

re always slightly 

weaker in power and influence than the Thompsons in the first place. Wi

th the Thompsons gaining the support of the Cynthion Group, it would o

nly serve to make things harder! 

That was not something he wanted to see happen! 

“Sir, I have an idea!” Charlie suddenly spoke up at that moment. 

“Oh? What’s your idea? Tell us!” Rodney and the Southern Boss looked

 over at Charlie. 



“It’s like this. Cynthion Group is under the Scammells. As long as we m

anaged to figure out a way to gain the Scammells, then everything would

 be solved, “Charlie voiced out his thoughts. 

“That’s true, but the Scammells have already built a connection with the 

Thompsons. It won’t be so easy for us to get them!” The Southern King 

shook his head and said. 

Many ancient martial arts families in the Southern Region knew that the 

Spears did not have a good relationship with the Thompsons. Since the S

cammells were already under the Thompsons, there was no way they wo

uld accept anything from the Spears! 

“That might not be true! Currently, the branch of Cynthion Group is bein

g managed by Iris Young, who is related to the Scammells. I fell for her 

the moment I saw her. If I manage to gain her affection, the Scammells 

will decide to side with us,” Charlie explained. After that, he spoke of ho

w he approached the Scammells for marriage before. 

Since Leon was behind the scenes and pushed Iris and Cynthia to the fro

nt, most of the ancient martial arts families mistakenly believed that 

the Cynthion Group belonged to the Scammells. On top of that, Iris 

was related to the Scammells, so most of them assumed that Iris was the 

person controlling the company! 

Charlie was no exception! 

As long as he could get Iris, then he could control Cynthion Group throu

gh Iris. He would be able to greatly benefit the Martells. 

The Martells were always on the same side as the Spears. The Scammell

s would then leave the Thompsons and join the Martell and Spear camp! 

“That’s a good idea. You can try it out! However, I don’t think it’s too re

liable if we’re trying to control Cynthion Group and the Scammells with 

just one woman!” The Southern Boss said with a serious tone. 



“It’s fine, that’s just part of my plan, I still have other ideas! Based on w

hat I know the two lines of direct descendants within the Scammells don

’t get along. If 

I really can’t sway the first line of direct descendants, we can throw 

our support to the second line, using them to gain control of the Scamme

lls and Cynthion. 

Group,” Charlie said eagerly. 

Ever since he found out that Nigel’s legs were broken by Leon, he could 

tell that the conflict between the two lines of the Scammells was very de

ep. 

If he failed to gain Iris, then he coils just support the second line 

and get rid of the first, controlling the family! 

In the end, for the sake of Cynthion 

Group, he would spare nothing in getting Iris. If he failed to do that, then

 he would destroy the family! 
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“Good idea! Proceed with that!” 

Both Rodney and the Southern Boss‘ eyes lit up at Charlie’s plan. 

Iris was just a distant 

relative of the Scammells, neither of them regarded Iris as anything imp

ortant. 

However, both of them felt that Charlie’s idea of using the conflict 

between the first and second lines of direct descendants was possible! 

“Charlie, we’ll leave this to you! If you 

need anything, make sure to ask. I’ll definitely support you fully!” 



The Southern Boss said. 

Since the branch of Cynthion Group and the Scammells had the support 

of the Thompsons, he had some reservations and felt like he could not de

al with the Scammells directly. So, he was 

forced to leave it to Charlie to deal with! 

“Sir, I happen to have a request! Iris has a boyfriend called Leon. I wish 

to ask you to send some men to help me get rid of 

him,” Charlie took the chance to say. 

When he was with the Scammells the last time, he already decided to sil

ently get rid of Leon after being 

influenced by Nigel. After that, he would get Iris from Leon’s hands! 

However, he knew that Iris’s feelings for Leon were very deep. If he sen

t anyone from the Martells to get rid of Leon and the matter was exposed

, then Iris would definitely hate him forever. Then, it would be impossibl

e for him to ever gain her favor! 

So, to prevent any surprises from happening, he planned on using the po

wer of the Spears 

to get rid of Leon. That was his primary goal of meeting the Southern Bo

ss this time! 

“Alright, that’s not a problem! How strong is this Leon?” The Southern 

Boss asked. 

“He’s not that strong. He should only be at the Semi Overlord State. Ho

wever, he has a protective treasure on him. It seems like he’s able to stan

d up against martial artists at the peak Overlord State,” Charlie answered 

truthfully. 

“I was wondering how strong he was! So he’s just 

a small little ant!” The Southern King sniffed at that. His eyes were full 

of disdain. 



With his position, even if Leon was already at the peak of the Overlord S

tate, he would still see Leon as trash, let alone the Semi Overlord State! 

As for the treasure on Leon, it was only able to defend against attacks at 

the peak Overlord State. It was probably nothing amazing, so he thought

 nothing of it! 

After all, he exceeded the peak Emperor State a long time ago. A mere tr

easure at the Overlord State was not something he cared about! 

However, he did not know that Leon’s Mirror of Sovereign was no 

ordinary protective treasure. It was an amazing growth–type treasure! 

If he knew that, he would not be underestimating Leon so much! 

“Black Gorilla, you did not deal with things well this time, but I won’t p

unish you anymore since you’ve been 

with me for so long!” 

“I’ll give you a chance to make up for your mistakes. Help Charlie get ri

d of this Leon. Make sure you do things cleanly. Don’t leave any clues 

behind! Otherwise, if there are any mistakes, then I’ll hold you responsib

le!” The Southern King said coldly, assigning the task of assassinating L

eon to the Black Gorilla. 

There was no need to use a butcher knife to kill a worm. He knew 

that the Black Gorilla 

was already at the initial Emperor State. With his abilities, it would be in

credibly easy to get rid of someone as insignificant as 

Leon! 

There was no need for him to do anything drastic! 
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“Yes, understood.” 

The Black Gorilla 

finally dared to stand up after that order. He could not help but feel 

like he got a new lease on life! 

Of course, since he did not know who Leon was when he had his conflic

t with Leon at the black market, he did not know that the Leon Charlie w

anted to get rid of was actually the man who got the Spiritual Pearl! 

If he knew about that and reported it to the Southern Boss, it would have

 caused Leon endless trouble! 

It had to be said that Leon deliberately hiding behind the scenes and not 

exposing his identity helped him escape disaster! 

After that, Charlie and the Black Gorilla both excused themselves before

 they left. 

Very quickly, only the Southern Boss and Rodney were left in the main 

hall. 

“Father, since the matter with 

Cynthion Group and the Scammells is already 

settled, do you have any plans to deal with the Thompsons and Yuri?” R

odney could not help but ask. 

“I do have a plan. I plan on having Asmodeus give the Thompsons a hug

e gift!” The Southern Boss said determined. 

“Asmodeus?” 

Rodney was shocked when he heard that, “Father, Asmodeus is one of th

e eight. He’s never been easy to find. Do you know where he is?” 

“I don’t! However, illegal things are always closely related. The fact that

 the eight of them have managed to hide from 



the pursuit of the Dragon Corps is related to the underworld within the fi

ve regions! Even 

though I can’t find where Asmodeus is hiding, I have a way to contact hi

m!” The Southern Boss said calmly. 

“Really? That’s great! I heard that Asmodeus‘ twin brother, Beelzebub, 

was killed by the Thompsons working together with the Dragon Corps a 

year ago. They had a huge grudge between them. If Asmodeus is 

willing to go against the Thompsons, he’ll cause a lot of trouble for them

 with all his skill!” Rodney immediately said with excitement. 

“Yes, you’re right! As long as I’m willing to offer enough money and I 

make sure that Asmodeus has a way out, he’ll make the Thompsons pay 

a painful price!” The Southern Boss said with a cold smile. There was a 

murderous glint in his eyes. 

He knew very well that Asmodeus did not seek revenge for such a long t

ime not because he did not want to, but because the Thompsons were too 

strong. The moment Asmodeus did anything, it would be very hard for 

him to retreat! 

That was why he did not seek the Thompsons for revenge the whole tim

e! 

However, as long as he helped Asmodeus in secret and made 

sure Asmodeus had a way 

out of the situation, coupled with using some money to tempt him, Asmo

deus would not hesitate to seek revenge on the Thompsons! 

“Father, that’s an amazing plan!” Rodney flashed a thumbs up as he im

mediately started to laugh happily. 

He could not help but start to imagine Asmodeus managing to kill Yuri. 

That would be perfect! 



In the following two days, it was not just the Southern Boss alone. The i

mportance of the Energy Nurturing Pills as well as the profits and wealth

 that came with them caused a 

lot of the ancient martial arts families in the Southern 

Region to keep an eye on Cynthion Group! 

However, thanks to the Thompsons being behind them, most of them we

re just watching from a distance. No one dared to make any reckless mo

ves! 

On the other hand, the Black Gorilla was yet to fully recover. He recuper

ated for the past two days while he schemed with Charlie to find a chanc

e to get rid of Leon. 

The Southern Boss was 

the same, he did not make any movements for the moment, but he contac

ted Asmodeus in secret. 

For the moment, everything in the Southern Region looked very calm, b

ut a huge storm was brewing! 
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During the morning, Leon, Iris, and the others had their breakfast before 

they started to talk about Elegante. 

“Leon, now that Cynthion Group’s situation is 

already stabilized, when are 

you planning on starting a branch for Elegante?” Iris could not help but a

sk. 

Since the pills from Cynthion Group were just too important, all of them

 put their focus on Cynthion Group’s branch for the past few days. 



With Cynthion Group’s branch finally officially launched, Leon finally 

had time! 

As the president of Elegante, she naturally hoped that Leon would quickl

y establish a branch company so they stopped delaying the growth of 

Elegante Group. 

“Oh, as soon as possible, of course! Why don’t I head over to visit the T

hompsons right now? I’ll see if the Thompsons can help us purchase a s

uitable cosmetics company!” Leon said after some thought. 

“It’s not that hard to purchase a company, why would you trouble the Th

ompsons for that? Isn’t that a bit inappropriate?” Iris asked after she hear

d that. 

“It’s fine, I’m not just planning on asking them to help me buy a cosmeti

cs 

company. My main focus will be to invite them to invest in Elegante so 

we can work together,” Leon said briefly. 

“You want to give the Thompsons some shares? It’s not like Elegante Gr

oup is lacking in funds, so why?” Iris was surprised. 

In the business world, giving 

up shares was usually to gain more funding or reduce one’s liabilities. 

With Leon’s abilities, it was not like he lacked money or needed a way o

ut. 

She could not understand why 

Leon would give the Thompsons some shares for no reason! 

“It’s like that, I rejected the Thompsons when they said they wanted to i

nvest in Cynthion Group. To thank them for helping us with 

Cynthion Group’s branch, I’m willing to let them invest in Elegante if th

ey are willing to,” Leon explained. 



The pills from Cynthion Group were just too important. He needed to m

ake sure they remained in his hands. So they could not be given to anyon

e else. 

However, Elegante was different. With the Thompsons‘ power and 

influence in the Southern Region, then they would be able to rapidly exp

and Elegante as long as they were willing 

to invest in Elegante. It would become a large business in 

the Southern Region! 

For Elegante, there were only benefits to be gained! 

“So that’s it!” Iris and Cynthia realized something. 

“Also, the cosmetics for Elegante will need quite a lot of materials. We c

an get them from the Scammells! As long as I’m 

able to pull the Thompsons into Elegante, then the Scammells will be wo

rking with the Thompsons. the Scammells will benefit from this in the fu

ture,” Leon added with a smile. 

Damian asked him to help Damian establish ties with the Thompsons bef

ore. 

If he used Elegante’s shares to cause the Thompsons and the Scammells 

to work together, then it would 

satisfy Damian and Patrick’s wishes, causing the ties between the Scam

mells and the Thompsons to be even 

closer! 

With the Thompsons behind them, the Scammells would benefit a lot in 

their businesses! 

“You planned everything out,” Iris said with a fake smile on her face, bu

t she felt quite warm in her heart. 



She knew that Leon was only trying to help the Scammells get closer to t

he 

Thompsons so much because of her. Otherwise, Leon had no reason to g

ive the Thompsons any shares! 
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“Of course! We should always keep good things for ourselves. Since the

re are benefits to be gained, I’ll naturally need to think about the Scamm

ells!” Leon said with a pleased smile. 

He knew very well that Patrick did not really like him for the moment du

e to him and Cynthia, and even wanted to split him and Iris apart. 

However, Patrick was still related to Iris in the end. He could not make a

n enemy of Patrick because of this. 

If he could, he wanted to gain the approval of Patrick through his hard w

ork! 

“Leon, I sure am happy to have you around,” Iris said with a smile. She f

elt incredibly warm inside. 

Even though she did not care about what Patrick thought of Leon, she w

as still in a difficult spot since Patrick tried to stop her from being with L

eon a few times. 

If Leon managed to gain Patrick’s approval, then things would be much 

better for them! 

“Iris, you should rest at home, I’ll go over to visit the Thompsons,” Leon

 said before he prepared to leave. 

“Leon, Snow, and I don’t have anything to do anyway. Why don’t we go

 with you to visit the Thompsons!” Iris got up and said. 



Cynthia and her already reached an agreement. Cynthion Group would b

e handled by Cynthia 

and Ruth, while Iris and Snow would handle Elegante. 

However, Elegante’s branch company was not established yet, so they h

ad nothing important to do at home 

other than train. 

“There’s no need! I’m planning on treating Roanne again other than talki

ng to the Thompsons about the shares. It will probably take quite a lot of

 time. You and Snow should just rest at home. There’s no need to tire yo

urselves out with me!” Leon shook his head and said. 

“Alright then.” 

Since Leon had other things to do, Iris was forced to accept it. 

After that, Leon drove away from the villa, heading straight for the Tho

mpsons. 

With the Thompsons, Leon already gave Yuri a call ahead of time. By th

e time he arrived, Yuri was already waiting at the gates with two guards. 

“Mister Wolf, You’re here. Please!” 

After some pleasantries, Leon followed Yuri inside. After that, they wal

ked toward the inner yard. 

In the garden there, Roanne was watering the flowers as she enjoyed the 

warm sun and the gentle breeze, breathing in the fresh air with a smile o

n her face. 

Her body was incredibly weak due to her illness before this, and she was

 confined in her room to rest all the 

time. 



Even if she was able to occasionally walk around the yard or the garden, 

she would catch a chill very easily. 

Something so simple became a wish for her! 

However, after Leon cured her illness the last time, she managed to esca

pe the pain and suffering, and her body was recovering more and more. 

Even though her parents did 

not let her go out so easily since she was yet to fully recover, she was alr

eady able to walk around freely at home. That was already several times 

better than her earlier situation! 

It was obvious how happy she was! 
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“Leon, why are you here?” 

Roanne was surprised when she saw Leon walking in with Yuri. She hur

riedly put down her watering can and jumped over happily. 

“Oh, I came to check on you,” Leon answered with a smile. 

He came over to check up on Roanne’s condition, as well as invite 

the Thompsons to invest in Elegante. 

However, he was in no rush. He could talk about Elegante with Angus af

ter he checked up on Roanne! 

“Yes, thank you,” Roanne smiled sweetly. She was incredibly thankful. 

The past few days were the happiest days of 

her life. She was incredibly thankful to Leon and felt strangely 

close to him. 



After that, she left the garden with Leon and Yuri, arriving at one of the 

halls at the back. 

At that moment, Angus and his wife rushed right over after hearing that 

Leon came to check up on Roanne. They met Leon there, 

Both sides exchanged some pleasantries. 

Leon motioned for Roanne to sit down before he carefully started to che

ck on her. 

After a long time, Leon more or less knew of Roanne’s overall condition

 after some careful inspection. After that, he let go of Roanne’s arm. 

“Mister Wolf, how’s Roanne?” Vivian could not help but ask. 

“Roanne has more or less fully recovered. I just need to treat her 

once more, and she will completely recover in two or three days at 

most, “Leon answered truthfully. 

“Alright, thank you so much,” Vivian said appreciatively. 

“You’re too kind. It’s the least I can do as a doctor,” Leon said with a s

mile. After that, he started to hit a few 

of Roanne’s pressure points. 

The blockages on Roanne’s body the last time were the Liver Channel, t

he Secondary Channel, and the Supreme Channel. 

His Eternity Compression 

Method was not only able to unblock Roanne’s channels, but it would al

so bolster her energy and spirits. 

He first used the Eternity Compression Method to treat her Secondary C

hannel again. After that, he made sure to nourish her body. 



Right after that, he started to treat the other two channels in the same wa

y. That way, Roanne would recover even faster, and nothing would happ

en to her! 

After over an hour, Leon was finally done with Roanne’s treatment. 

“Alright, it’s all settled!” 

Leon let out a deep breath before he stopped the treatment. 

“Leon, will I be able to go outside in the future?” Roanne could not help 

but ask with a hopeful look on her 

face. 

“Yes, of course, you can! Your body is already recovered. From now on,

 you can go wherever you want without any restrictions,” Leon said with

 a smile. 

“That’s great! I can finally go outside!” 

Roanne was ecstatic. She had a radiant smile on her face. It was as if she

 was filled with endless hope and eagerness for the outside world. 

However, before she could even finish feeling happy, something happen

ed. 

“Who’s hiding outside so sneakily? Come out right now!” Angus had a 

dark look on his face at that moment 

as he immediately looked over at a corner of the living room with a shar

p look on his face. 

 

 


